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It is quite remarkable how much can change in one year. The 
2006 event proved to be a little different. For the first time the 
same boat that won the L26 provincials won the Lipton Cup, 
dashing that superstition to pieces. It was also the biggest entry 
for a very long time and the vast experience of Greg Davis 
– three times Cup winner – coupled with the young talents of
Laser Olympic contender, Gareth Blanckenberg, together with a
skilful crew, showed a masterful consistency during the regatta to
convincingly win the coveted trophy for Theewaters Sports Club,
who have a beautiful cabinet especially reserved for the trophy.

When all is said and done, the Lipton Cup is the true test of 
yachting combat in South Africa. The magnificent trophy is said to 
be more valuable than the America’s Cup. A long and illustrious 
history lies within the engraved names on the hallowed cup and 
all the big names are there, going all the way back to 1909 when 
Sir Thomas Lipton donated the trophy to Table Bay Yacht Club 
(now RCYC) in order to promote deep sea yacht racing in South 
Africa. Most would agree that the esteemed tea baron succeeded 
eminently in his quest.

This year a very healthy entry of 26 yacht clubs entered the 
event with some of the boats bristling with young and older talent. 
The Royal Cape Yacht Club defending father/son team of Dave and 
Roger Hudson would be drawing on every fibre of skill and energy 
to retain the Lipton Cup.

During the L26 Provincials the week before, Greg Davis/
Gareth Blanckenberg had shown they had very good speed 
and tactics by winning the official pre-Lipton event. But several 
other boats were eagerly awaiting their chance to lift the trophy 
homewards; whether that be Natal or Gauteng or to any number 
of clubs in South Africa.

This year the organizers got stuck in and arranged an excellent 
opening ceremony at the V&A witnessed by a large crowd and 
addressed by Shosholoza’s now instantly recognizable icon - Capt. 
Salvatore Sarno – always able to hold the attention of an audience 
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LIPTON CUP 2006
with emotional and moving speeches in his rich Italian accent. 
This one was no exception as he predicted that many of this 
year’s Lipton competitors would be on the 2011 Shosholoza 
feeder campaign.

Sunday 27 August - Race 1
A light westerly on the bay had race officer Doug Alison 
scratching his head and having to re-lay the course and adjust 
the weather mark several times before he was satisfied. And 
the Lipton Cup 2006 was underway, watched by a sizeable 
spectator fleet in perfect, warm and sunny conditions.

Youngest of the Jacobs family, the diminutive Optimist sailor 
Taariq, sailing JML3, surprised the entire fleet by reading all the 
switches perfectly and rounding the weather mark first, but poor 
spinnaker work saw that lead being whittled away to tenth by 
the end of the race.

Andrea Giovannini/Justin Clark (ZVYC) hit a mark and had 
to do a penalty, giving them a third – perhaps a little lower 
than what they had expected. But the slick handling on board 
Daly’s (Greg Davis/Gareth Blanckenberg, TSC) saw this boat, 
not surprisingly, take the gun, followed by Rob Wilcox (VLC), 
showing good light wind speed. The RCYC defenders had to be 
content with fourth.

This first race proved to be very much a sound forecast 
of racing for the rest of the week. The die had been cast - the 
pecking order hung up for all to see. 

Monday 28 August – Race 2
Cold breeze and a lumpy ocean were on the way, heralding the 
arrival of a snow-bearing cold front in the Cape. The Lipton fleet 
set off to do battle. 

And a battle it was. On the first leg, close to the weather 
mark, PYC’s Tyco was T-boned by the TSC (Daly’s) boat in a 
port/starboard incident, in the process sustaining some damage, 
for which they were later given redress to the tune of three 
points. They would have rounded in first place. Daly’s had to 
do a 720 and went on to sail another excellent race to finish in 
second place, but up front it was William Voorman in RNYC’s 
Orion Challenger with strongman Stewart Bailey mastering the 
spinnaker on a tight reach, which got the Durban-based boat 
over the line first. There were some laconic comments later from 
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A classic Lipton 
Cup scene with 
the Majestic Table 
Mountain as a 
backdrop.

The winning Team. Greg Davis lifts the coveted Lipton trophy after a convincing 
victory.
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competitors suggesting that if Blanckenberg 
had been in a Laser he might have slid 
through the gap! 

In a race of dramas the Gordon’s Bay 
YC entry MSC was disqualified for hitting a 
finish mark and not executing a penalty. As 
there are no discards allowed in the Lipton 
Cup, that put paid to their chances early in 
the regatta.

The Hudsons (RCYC) steered their boat 
to a creditable third, whilst the fourth spot 
was taken by Graeme Willcox (VLC).

Tuesday 29 August - Race 3
Ice cold weather on Table Bay and snow 
capped mountains in the Boland greeted 
competitors for what promised to be 
another difficult day on the championship 
race course. 

The boys from Theewaters (Daly’s) 
had their tails up, and brimming with 
self-confidence overcame seemingly 
insurmountable problems – like lying third 
last at the weather mark, having a plastic 
bag on their keel and a torn headsail – to 
clinch their second bullet in three races. 
They seemed to be making a statement: 
‘We want that trophy’.

But the competition was there. Hout 
Bay YC’s Bandito and UCTYC’s Maverick 
both took turns at the front, showing their 
talent, but being unable to keep the rock 
stars at bay.

VLC’s Graeme Willcox, a wily and 
experienced campaigner, shot through the 
middle of the fleet to take second place, 
followed by HBYC’s Rian Turner and UCT’s 
Brandon Smith respectively.

Wednesday 30 August - Races 4 & 5
An ice cold south-easter with huge swells 
and snow clad mountains would test crews 
to their limits. Winter temperatures and 
summer strength winds all on the same day! 
Only in Cape Town!

TSC’s Daly’s cranked on the horsepower 
to take two bullets and virtually get 
themselves into an unassailable lead, but 
the next seven slots were still being hotly 
contested.

Daly’s crew member Ian Wolmarans 
said: “We worked hard for our two firsts and 
the sailing was really good. But much as we 
enjoyed seeing all that wonderful snow on 
the mountains, it was freezing on the water!” 

Solidly in second place on overall 
standings at this stage were Gauteng skipper 
Robbie Willcox, with son Paul as tactician, 
on Victoria Lake Club’s La Digue. Royal Cape 

Yacht Club’s RCYC Greenlight took third 
place overall with a third and fourth place 
and consequently broke their tie with Royal 
Natal Yacht Club’s Orion Challenger. 

Thursday 31 August - Race 6
Unbeknown to most, this penultimate 
scheduled race of the series would become 
the final as Friday produced no wind to 

Results

1 Theewater Sports Club  Daly’s Insurance G Davis & G Blanckenburg

2 Victoria Lake Club  La Digue Rob Willcox

3 Royal Cape Yacht Club  RCYC Greenlight  Dave & Rodger Hudson

4 Royal Natal Yacht Club  Orion Challenger William Voorman

5 Point Yacht Club Tyco Jonathan Heathcote

6 Zeekoevlei Yacht Club  Escape Southern Ropes  A Giovannini & J Clarke

7 Hout Bay Yacht Club  Bandito  Rian Turner

8 Mountain Yacht Club  Mac A Tini  Tony Kitchen

9 University of Cape Town YC Maveric Brandon Smith

10 Saldanha Bay Yacht Club  JML 3 Aries Tariq Jacobs

11 Langebaan Yacht Club  Ells Teeth Gregory Reuvers

12 Algoa Bay Yacht Club Isuzu Challenger  B Galloway & R Logan

13 Transvaal Yacht Club  Rote Hexe R Gurnell & G Baker 

14 Witbank Yacht & Aquatic Club Commodore Waterfront Dave Garrard

15 Lake Deneys Yacht Club Sanlam RTIR Challenger Craig Teasdale

16 Vogelvlei Yacht Club  Black Line Designs  Nigel Black

17 Diocesan College Yacht Club Warlock 045 I Slatem & T Utermark

18 Mossel Bay Yacht & Boat Club  Eikos Insurance Ernest Chicken

19 False Bay Yacht Club  Hooligan John Leslie

20 Imperial Yacht Club JML 1  Kenwyn Daniels

21 Traditional Boat Association The Press Gang Matthew Thomas

22 Gordon’s Bay Yacht Club MSC Foundation for Youth  Wadi Xayimpi

23 Defence Yacht Club WP  Cape Agulhas David Herman

24 Defence Yacht Club Boland  Cape Recife John Bevan

25 Knysna Yacht Club  Mr. Price Alan Dando

Young Taariq Jacobs put in an exceptional performance by finishing in the top ten.
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speak of. First place was basically signed, sealed and delivered, but 
there was still much to fight for amongst the rest of the fleet.

Finally it was a pleasant day for spectators and crew alike with 
warm sunshine and a pleasant 10 knot westerly to bring the regatta to 
a fitting climax.

RCYC Greenlight, always the light wind specialists, found their 
speed and pace to win their first and only race of the event, which at 
least put them on the podium for third overall. The Daly’s rock stars 
logged in yet another second to conclusively lay claim to overall 
winners, whilst the Gauteng boat from VLC notched up another 
respectable third place to lay claim to the overall runner up title.

Durban’s two entries, Royal Natal Yacht Club’s Orion Challenger 
with William Voorman at the helm, and Point Yacht Club’s Tyco, 
skippered by Jonathan Heathcote, also held their positions in the top 
five by claiming fourth and fifth places respectively in the race and in 
the overall regatta standings so far. 

Zeekoevlei Yacht Club’s Escape Southern Ropes, with co-skippers 
Andrea Giovannini and Justin Clarke, also showed consistency to 
finish sixth in this race and sixth overall.

This year drug testing was done on random boats, which is an 
excellent call, as it helps to raise the standards of Lipton higher and 
to international standards. The organizers and race officials can be 
justifiably proud of one of the finest and most competitive Lipton Cup 
events yet staged. The future of Lipton Cup seems assured with such a 
big entry this year. Whilst the hot debate about the new Pacer 27 Sport 
replacing the ageing fleet of L26s rages on, ultimately the Lipton Cup 
continues to produce the prime crop of young sailors each year. Long 
live Lipton Cup!   •

Manufacturer’s of Custom Sailing
& Power Catamarans

Cape Town - South Africa
Tel: 021 448 7902
Fax: 021 447 6668

email: 2oceans@mweb.co.za

Tyco had the better of 
Daly’s at this point, 
although in the oerall 
standings Daly’s took a 
firm hold on things to win 
overall convincingly.
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